
 

MiTOWER
✓ Professional use

To be assembled and dismantled by a single person
Only 10 minutes to assemble a tower of 6 meter working height
Stable, strong and robust
Lightweight, easy to transport and store
Wooden or lightweight Fiber-Deck® platforms

Altrex MiTOWER Single Person Quick Assembly Rolling tower

Safely to great heights with only one pair of hands. You can quickly construct or dismantle the MiTOWER without help from
others. This unique mobile rolling tower is full of innovations, compact and easy to transport. The reliable answer to the wishes
of every user in every industry.

The intelligent design forces you to build the rolling tower safely. Step by step to heights of 4, 5 and 6 meters. Platform girders
and a unique suspension mechanism in the platforms give you maximum grip and make it extra easy. Double guardrail braces,
a handy claw system and double braked castors mean that the rolling tower is one of the most stable of its kind.

At working height in 10 minutes

The MiTOWER is constructed in no-time. Quickly to the highest level without help from a colleague.

Compact and easy transport

Turn your scaffolding parts into a quickly mobile trolley. Fits through any standard door opening and
in many commercial vehicles. Dimensions 127 x 83 x 158 cm (L x W x H).

Strong and stable

Circular robot welded and pinched claw-brace connections turn the MiTOWER into the strongest,
most stable scaffolding of its kind.

Unique suspension mechanism

'Extra hands' to hang materials during the construction and dismantling of the MiTOWER. Slides in
and out in a single, quick movement.

Safe to use

The only scaffold you can build without help from another person. Constructed in a single, intelligent
manner, making sure you are up top safely and quickly.

Your MiTOWER, your identity

Make your MiTOWER recognizable using the logo, name and colours of your business, so that you
are visible on every level.



Product specifications

EAN Item
number

width free on façade
side

platform
type

platform
length

safequick version floor surface
(m2)

max working height general
(m)

8711563206519 C003001 0,73 No Wood 1,17 No Rolling 2,93 x 2,49 5,20

8711563206526 C003002 0,73 No Wood 1,17 No Rolling 2,93 x 2,49 6,20

8711563234710 C003005 0,73 No Fiber-Deck® 1,17 No Rolling 2,93 x 2,49 6,20

8711563206502 C003000 0,73 No Wood 1,17 No Rolling 2,93 x 2,49 4,20

8711563234703 C003004 0,73 No Fiber-Deck® 1,17 No Rolling 2,93 x 2,49 5,20

8711563234697 C003003 0,73 No Fiber-Deck® 1,17 No Rolling 2,93 x 2,49 4,20
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